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ngComment on “New Performance Bounds for a
Finite-Time Carnot Refrigerator”
Concerning a recent Letter [1], there are three proble
which must be discussed further.
(1) In the abstract of Ref. [1], Velascoet al. made two
assertions: (i) An upper bound́maxstd for the coeffi-
cient of performancé of endoreversible refrigerators ha
been elusive to date. (ii) A novel result, a long soug
t-dependent upper bound́maxstd for the ´ of refrig-
erators, is obtained. In fact,́maxstd was derived [2,3]
many years ago (i.e.,́0 in Ref. [3]), wheret is the ra-
tio between the temperaturesTc and Th of the cold and
hot reservoirs. The objective functionR´s­ Qc´ytd in
Ref. [3] is equivalent to the objective functiońyt [1]
whenQc is kept constant. Although́ssr , td in Ref. [1]
was derived by using the objective functiońyt with a
constant entropy changeDS ­ QhyT 0h ­ QcyT 0c, QcyT 0c
kept constant is equivalent toQc kept constant when
´ssr , td approacheś maxstd, because in such a case th
ratio sr between the two heat conductancessh and sc
tends to zero such thatT 0c approachesTc [1]. To sum up,
´maxstd is not a novel result and one must not think that
has been elusive to date.
(2) For the objective functioń yt, only when the
constrained condition thatDS is kept constant is added
can one obtain the results in Ref. [1]. Of course, we m
also add other constrained conditions. For example,
Qc is kept constant,́ yt has a maximum wheń ­ ´0
[3]. If Qh is kept constant,́ yt is a monotonically
increasing function ofT 0h. Thus, when´yt is taken as
an objective function, the constrained condition should
shown definitely.
(3) For the Carnot refrigerator mentioned in Ref. [1










Equation (1) shows thatR is a monotonically decreasing
function of´ for other given parameters. Thus, in genera
´maxstd is not an upper bound of́. In the design of a real
refrigerator,́ may be chosen to be larger or smaller tha
´maxstd according to the requirements ofR. However,
when ´ , ´maxstd, it is far below the Carnot coefficient
of performancé c [2,3] and the utilization ratio of energy
is very low. For the Carnot engine mentioned in Ref. [1
the relation between the power outputP and the efficiency





















Equation (2) shows that the optimal region of an endore
versible Carnot engine should be situated in between t
Curzon-Ahlborn efficiencyhCAstd and the Carnot effi-
ciency hC; that is to say,hCAstd is the lower bound
but not the “maximum” efficiency for the endoreversible
Carnot engine [4,5]. However, whenhyt is taken as an
objective function and the constrained condition with
constantDS is used,h # hCAstd [1] such that the en-
gine is not operated in the general optimal region.
In a word, the objective functiońyt, especiallyhyt,
under the constrained condition with a constantDS is
not quite a good optimization criterion for the optima
analysis of endoreversible Carnot cycles. The conclusio
obtained from the comparison of the results derive
from an endoreversible cycle and the observed resu
are not reliable, because there are other irreversibiliti
besides the finite-rate heat conduction in a real cycl
For example, when there exists a significant heat lea
between the heat reservoirs and internal irreversibilitie
inside the working fluid in a Carnot refrigerator, its´ may
be far below that of an endoreversible Carnot refrigerato
at a same givenR [6]. Thus the correspondinǵmaxstd
[denoted by´0maxstd] of a real refrigerator may be often
less than its observed performance´obsstd, and the results
such as Fig. 3 obtained in Ref. [1] cannot show that a lo
temperature refrigerator is always operating in the regio
of ´ # ´0maxstd. Similarly that the resulthoptstd obtained
in Ref. [1] agrees with the observed efficiency of a rea
steam plant does not show yet that the plant is operati
in the working condition thath nears the corresponding
hoptstd of the plant.
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